
ERASMUS + Report
Austria meets Lithuania

From April 17th till April 23th 2016 six students and two teachers from (Real)Gymnasium 

Rahlgasse visited Siauliai a little town in Lithuania.

On Sunday the 17th we arrived in Vilnius, the capital city of Lithuania. Things seemed to be going 

smooth, however a student noticed that she took the wrong suitcase which resulted her to go back 

to the airport with one of our teachers. In the meanwhile the others explored the city. We fell in love

with the old down town area and the little second-hand shops. Not only were we surprised that the 

shops were open on a Sunday but even the low prices left our mouth agape. After having tea and 

coffee in a little coffee shop we met up with our teacher and fellow student after they collected the 

right luggage and got on the train to Siauilai, were we could finally meet our host sisters and their 

families. We had dinner with them and soon after went to a mall named 'Akropolis', where we 

caught up with each other over a cup of coffee. This was the first day of an exciting week! 

The next day, after having breakfast we went to Lieporiai gymnasium, where we were warmly 

welcomed. They sang and danced for us and afterwards gave us the opportunity to create 

questions about Austria which the other countries Netherlands, Poland, Portugal and Italy had to 

answer. In the end Austria won most of the quizzes and each of us received a key chain with 

Lithuania’s flag on it. After lunch the students of Lieporiai gymnasium gave us a tour of the school. 

Later in the evening, all countries gather together with their hosts and we went bowling, which was 

a lot of fun. 

On Tuesday, Austria along with Portugal and Poland had a 3D Workshop. We got to design a little 

something which later on would be printed with their 3D printer. They women in charge of the 

workshop gave us a little insight on what 3D printers are used nowadays, for example building 

houses or creating prosthetics. They even scanned the head of a boy from Portugal to print it for 

him. After getting something to eat we went to Ruta a Chocolate museum and café. Before the tour

we had the chance to create our own chocolates. During the tour we got the chance to learn about 

the history of chocolate and Ruta. After the tour we decided to spend some time in the adjoined 

café in which we had the chance to drink chocolate as it was drunk in ancient Mayan time. Even if 

it was spicy and bitter, we quite enjoyed it. After spending a fun time in the café we met up again 

with the Italians and Polish to have a nice evening. 

The following day we visited a scientific exhibition, about the Big Bang, (Anti)Matter and the 

particle accelerator in CERN, in Vilnius. Afterwards we had lunch in the local university. Right away

we wanted to head down town, however the door of the  little bus which held a couple of the other 



students would not open, which delayed our trip for quite a while. Once we reached down town we 

separated us from our host to spend some quality time while exploring the city with each other. We 

even found a nice restaurant with which I instantly fell in love with (my heart is currently aching 

because it is not within my reach!). We then got on the way to the meeting point to head back to 

Siauliai. 

On Thursday, we had the chance to meet the Vice Mayor of Siauliai and exchange a few words. 

After the meeting we got a tour of Siauliai and then visited the Hill of Crosses, which is an 

artistically beautiful monument. When we arrived back at the school we went to 'Akropolis' but after

having a coffee there we decided to grab another coffee and lunch at the café next to the chocolate

museum in which we were on Tuesday. 

On 'last' day in Lithuania we went to visit the Amber museum in Palanga with is in a beautiful 

mansion. Afterwards we had the chance to visit the beautiful beach. The weather wasn't very 

pleasant, it was windy and raining, however it didn't really bother us but simply added a charm to 

the beautiful experience. We then had the chance to eat Cepelinai, a traditional Lithuanian food. 

We were already stuffed but then we got something to eat again at the surprise/farewell party they 

hosted for us in Kurtuvenai Regional Park. We danced and sang and when it was a bit to much we 

went outside to catch our breath. The six of us then decided to visit the horse stall at the back with 

one of our host sisters. That whole evening was the best we had as we actually got closer with the 

other countries, which is why we wished they had planed it earlier that week. However the evening 

didn't end at Kutuvenai Park. After arriving back in Siauliai we met up again with some Italians and 

Polish to spend our last evening together. 

On Saturday in the morning we finally bid our farewell to our hosts and travelled back to Vienna.

That whole week was one of my favourite time spent in another country. Not only did we have the 

chance to meet different people but as well as a different culture. And even if I haven't been to 

Lithuania before, this trip surely wasn't my last!


